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Abstract
It is a one pot synthesis of hybrid bionanocomposite comprising of inorganic magnetite with stabiliser biopolymer pectin and
alginate in co-precipitation method using sodium hydroxide and ammonium hydroxide as precipitating agents. A lot of comparison
and investigation has been done in particle size of nanocomposite by changing the stoichiometric ratio of both magnetite and bio
polymer concentration and drying condition of composite. The nanocomposite has been characterized using infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and (UV-analyser). SEM showed particle size of the
nanocomposite and FTIR data confirmed the COO-Fe linkage between polymer COOH group and Fe3O4.
Keywords: Nanocomposite; Biopolymer; Pectin; Alginate

Introduction
The current and growing interest of nanotechnology results a lot of numerous potential application such as material development,
biomedical sciences, electronic, optics, magnetism, energy storage and electrochemistry [1-6]. Superparamagnetic nanocomposite
is an important class of advanced nanomaterial. Nano sized material display properties that differ from their respective bulk
material [7]. Magnetic nanomaterials are one of important and interesting classes because of their current and potential is biological,
biomedical and environmental application. Due to low toxicity, biocompatibility, cost-effectiveness and high surface area to volume
ratio as function of particle size, when combined with their ability for surface chemical modification, represent major advantages
compared to other nanoparticle [3,8-11]. Magnetite and maghemite are two main form of iron oxide nanoparticle with diverse
applications. Magnetite nanoparticle size less than 20nm are regarded as superparamagnetic as each particle is composed of a
single domain. The successful approaches to the synthesis of magnetic nanoparticle uses capping/ stabilisation agents which may
be a simple molecule or polymeric material. Among the polymeric capping agents, biopolymer like pectin, chitosan, alginate, zein
and chitin are special interest due to their biocompatibility and biodegradability. Pectin and alginate are complex polysaccharide
that contain 1,4-α-D-galucturanic acid [12]. Pectin has a very complex structure that depends on both its source and extraction
process. Its properties depend on degree of esterification [13]. Pectin has been used extensively in food, cosmetics, pharmaceutical
and biomedical industries for their gel forming properties in the presence of multivalent cations. Pectin is biodegradable,
biocompatible, and bioactive [14]. Pectin also contains the hydroxyl group which enhances the chemical properties and COOH
group which binds Fe3O4 with coordinate covalent bond.
Co-precipitation and high temperature solution phase methods are two most widely used methods for synthesis of iron oxide
nanoparticles. The high temperature solution method involves the decomposition of iron organic precursor Fe(acac)3, Fe(CO)2
etc. So co-precipitation method involves the co-precipitation of ferric and ferrous ions using base such as (NaOH) or (NH4OH) in
aqueous medium. This method is favourable for the reaction condition at room temperature and using environmental eco-friendly
materials.
Generally, in presence of air and moisture iron will oxidise and corrosion occurs. So to save iron we are coating different metals
on surface of iron. The same concept was taken here to save magnetite nanoparticle. we had given polysaccharide coating on
magnetite nanoparticle. The stabilisation of magnetic nanoparticle by coating them with non-toxic polymeric materials reduces
toxicity of magnetite nanoparticle in living system. The use of natural occurring polymers as stabilising or capping agent for
magnetite nanoparticle is considered as green chemistry approach [15,16].
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In this paper we prepared magnetite polymer of hybrid bionanocomposite with close control over particle size, shape and size
distribution by mixing ferric and ferrous chloride with two natural occurring polymer pectin and alginate using NaOH or NH4OH
as precipitating agent with special references [17,18].

Experimental
Materials
Ferric chloride (FeCl3.6H2O) of spectrochem, ferrous chloride (FeCl2.4H2O) of spectrochem, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is of fine
chemical ltd, ammonium hydroxide solution (NH4OH) of Spectrochem, Pectin 38% esterified of Lobal Chemie and sodium salt of
alginate of Lobal Chemie.

Methods
The solution of Pectin and alginate (1:1) of different concentrations (%W/V) were dissolved in 250 ml of distilled water (Table 1).
It was degassed with nitrogen for 30 minutes to deoxygenate the solution. 50 ml solution of ferric and ferrous chloride (2:1 molar
ratio) in water was added in the reaction flask. The volume of the reaction mixture was maintained 300 ml and the reaction mixture
was again degassed with nitrogen for 20 minutes. Now colour of the solution becomes brown. Then base (1.5 M) was added drop
wise using a syringe till the solution become completely black. It indicates the formation of magnetite.
Then it was filtered and the residue was washed several times with distilled water until the pH reduced to 7. Half amount of the
black precipitate was dried with air and remaining half was freeze dried and characterized.
Sample

Fe+3/Fe+2

Weight of
Fe+3 salt(g)

Weight of
Fe+2 salt(g)

[Pectin].
(%w/v)

[alginate]
(%w/v)

Precipitating
agent

PAIO

2:1

14.4

4

00

00

NH4OH

PAIO-1

2:1

7.8

3

0.15

0.15

NH4OH

PAIO-2

2:1

7.8

3

0.25

0.25

NaOH

PAIO-3

2:1

7.8

3

0.4

0.4

NH4OH

Table 1: Reaction parameters and condition

Results and Discussion
The effect of the precipitating agent NaOH and NH4OH in the above experiment was described below in Table 2.
Since NaOH is a base in precipitating agent, the solution has pH of about 13. At this pH, the ester part of polymer hydrolyses to
acid form. So the obtained polymer becomes powder form.
The exclusive powderwas produced due to depolymerisation of polymer (pectin and alginate) chain by stronger base (NaOH).
When NH4OH solution is used as precipitating agent then gel type product was obtained. It indicates that due to weak base the
limiting de-esterification had taken place. So the polymer gel network was obtained.
The difference in pH can be attributed to the difference in the influence of the base on pectin and alginate. NH4OH will neutralise
free carboxylic acid groups in the process of amidation. NH4OH is however a weak base to cause the amidation of polymer.
When we using NH4OH as precipitating agent, the ester form of both pectin and alginate become amide (-CONH2). But when
NaOH is used as precipitating agent the ester forms of both pectin and alginate became salt of carboxylic acid (-COO-). Due to
strong electronic force of attraction between -COO- and Fe(II) and Fe(III) the composite became powder in nature. But in case of
NH4OH or amidation the force of attraction between CONH2 and Fe(II) /Fe (III) is weak coordinate covalent type in nature. Hence
the so obtaining nanocomposite became gel type network instead of solid powder.
Sample

Base used as
precipitating agent

Nature of product

PAIO-0

NH4OH

Powder

PAIO-1

NH4OH

Powder plus gel-network

PAIO-2

NaOH

Powder

PAIO-3

NH4OH

Gel-network

PAIO →Pectin-alginate iron oxide
Table 2: Effect of the precipitating agent NaOH and NH4OH

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis
Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of PAIO-2 and PAIO-1 nanocomposites. The diffraction peaks indicating the formation of
other compounds are absent. The diffraction patterns have well defined peaks whichindicates that the samples are crystalline.
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The diffraction peaks are indexed as (220), (311), (400), (422), (440), and (511) crystal planes, corresponding to a cubic unit cell
of magnetite, and they match the inverse-spine structureof magnetite (space group of Fd3m, JCPDS Card no.79 - 0417) [15]. The
co-precipitation of maghemite is excluded by the absence of the (210) and the (110) peaks, which in the case of maghemite are
present and at slightly higher intensities than the (111) peak. The diffraction peaks of PAIO-2 are broader than those of PAIO-1,
indicating the finer nature and smaller crystallite sizes of the particles. The average particle sizes were calculated using the Scherer
equation [19]:

Where Dℎ is the average particle size; the equation uses the corrected reference peak width at angle θ. λ is the X-ray Wavelength,
is the corrected width of the XRD peak at half height, and k is the shape factor, which is approximated as 0.9 for magnetite [15].
Interestingly, the particle sizes of PAIO-1A and PAIO-1F, PAIO-2A and PAIO-2F were found to be the same, meaning the drying
conditions had no effect on the particle sizes. The calculated values are summarised in Table 2. The inter-plane spacing (dℎkl) of the
(311) diffraction was calculated using the equation [20].

The calculated dℎkl values for PAIO-1 and PAIO-2 were found to be 2.533 ˚A and 2.528 ˚A, respectively. Comparing these values to
the standard values for magnetite (2.532 ˚A; JCPDS no. 19-629) and maghemite (2.518 ˚A; JCPDS no. 39-1346), we can conclude
that only magnetite is present in the nanocomposites. The lattice parameters of the (311) diffraction was determined by Bragg’s
Law [20].

They were found to be 8.401 and 8.384 for PAIO-1 and PAIO-2, respectively. The calculated values were found to be closer to the
standard value of magnetite (8.391; JCPDS no. 79-0417) than those of maghemite (8.347).

----------- PAIO-1
----------- PAIO-2
Figure 1: XRD patterns of PAIO-2 and PAIO-1 nanocomposites

Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectral Characterization (FTIR)
The FTIR spectrum of pure pectin and alginate has a broadband at 3429 cm−1 and 3390 cm−1 respectively, which can be attributed
to the (O–H) stretching vibration of the hydroxyl group. The intense peak for pectin and alginate at 1633 cm−1 and 1634 cm−1 is
characteristic of the carbonyl (C=O) stretching vibration of an ester. The bands at 1680, 1385 cm−1 are characteristic of asymmetric
and symmetric stretching of the carboxylategroup of alginate and pectin [20]. The band at 1077 cm−1 and 1061 cm−1 in both pectin
and alginate is assigned to the C–O bending vibration. This band is substantially reduced in intensity in nanocomposites form.
Comparing data of Figure 4 with Figure 2 and 3. The FTIR spectra of pectin and the coated magnetite nanocomposites are similar
to those reported in the literature [10,20]. Two new peaks 1586 cm-1- 1587 cm-1 and 1394 cm-1 – 1376 cm-1 have been attributed to
symmetric and asymmetric stretching of carboxylic-metal (COO-Fe) linkage [19-21]. The presence of peaks due to pectin in the
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nanocomposites supports the fact that both pectin and alginate actually coats the magnetite. The reduction of intensity at 1017
cm-1 result from breaking of glycosidic bonds, hence de-polymerization of both pectin alginate. While reduction in peak intensity
at 1746 cm-1 is as result of significant de-esterification of ester group of pectin polymeric chain. These FT-IR results support the
suggestion that NaOH causes significant depolymerisation of biopolymer, while NH4OH does not.

Figure 2: FTIR spectra of PAIO-1

Figure 3: FTIR spectra of PAIO-2

Wave number in cm-1
Figure 4: FTIR spectra of both (a-pectin) and (b-alginate)
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Electron Microscopy
The estimated mean particle diameter measured from the TEM images is found to be consistent with the XRD results (Table 3).
The effect of the drying method on the nanocomposite can be seen in the TEM images, where the air-dried samples exhibited some
shrinkage, observed as tearing of films (Figure 7 and 8). Figures 5 and 6 shows more uniformity of pore size, shape and distribution,
suggesting less or more uniform shrinkage of the nanocomposite during freeze-drying, while many of the particles are coated in
pectin and alginate, nanoparticles were also clearly found on the surface of both PAIO-1A andPAIO-1F. This outcome is attributed
to the high magnetite toboth pectin and alginate ratio, especially in PAIO-1A and PAIO-1F.
Sample

Average particle size (nm)
from PXRD

Particle size distribution
(nm) from TEM

PAIO-1

13

5-18

PAIO-2

9

7-13

Table 3: Estimated particle size and particle size distribution

Figure 5: TEM image of PAIO-2F

Figure 6: TEM image of PAIO-1F

Figure 7: TEM image of PAIO-2A
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[PAIO-A (pectin alginate iron oxide air dried)]
[PAIO-F (pectin alginate iron oxide freeze dried)]
Figure 8: TEM images of PAIO-1A

Magnetic Properties
The magnetic properties of nanoparticles are highly dependent on the particle size. In order to have superparamagnetic nanoparticles
the nanoparticles must must have a mean diameter of less than 20 nm. For superparamagnetic nanoparticles to have a high
saturation magnetization, the agglomeration of these particles after synthesis must have to be overcome. Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12
show the magnetic susceptibility of the nanocomposites at a constant temperature of 300K under varying magnetic fields. Table 3
shows estimated particle size and particle size distribution of the nanocomposite. It was observed that the samples rise to maximum
magnetisation very rapidly, and this observation is similar to that of super paramagnetic nanocomposites at room temperature
reported in the literature [20,21]. This indicates that the particles can be controlled by an external magnetic field. The inter particle
distance is an important factor that affects the saturation magnetization values of magnetic nanoparticles as the strength of the
magnetic moment interaction depends on the inter particle distance [10]. This is evident in the results presented in Table 3, as both
PAIO-1F and PAIO-2F have the highest saturation magnetization values of 53 and 54 emu/g, respectively, in spite of the difference
in the magnetite to pectin ratios. This can be attributed to the fact that, during the freeze-drying process, there was less shrinkage
in the polymer cage hosting the nanoparticles than in the case with the air-dried particles [22,23]. The air-dried nanocomposites
shows a drop in the saturation magnetization values, this is due to the shrinkage of the polymer host during drying, reducing the
inter particle distance. These results in an increased interparticle magnetic moment interaction and a consequent decrease in the
total magnetization [24,25]. Comparing the saturation magnetization values of PAIO-1A and PAIO-1F, the net difference is 22
emu/g which is greater than the difference of 8 emu/g, for PAIO-2A and PAIO-2F [26,27]. This outcome shows that the saturation
magnetization does not only depend on the drying conditions but also on the reactantratios, as PAIO-1 nanocomposites have a
higher magnetite to pectin ratio compared to the PAIO-2 nanocomposite. It was seen that the magnetisation values with pectin
coating are higher than the values found in the literature for air-dried samples. There is a significant drop in magnetisation values
of the air dried nanocomposites, compared to that of pure magnetite nanoparticle.This is due to the formation of magnetic dead
layer by pectin at the domain boundary wall of MNPs [20]. This drop in magnetisation is not observed in our work, especially for
the freeze-dried samples. Further work on the application of these nanoparticles to the treatment of disease is on-going, but early
results using simple turbidity measurements in water medium shows that these nanocomposites do not agglomerate indicating
the suitability of this polymer coating for biomedical applications. Gels may also be used for producing free-standing films and
coatings, opening up the possibility of fabricating more robust components.

Figure 9: Magnetization curve of PAIO-1A at 25 °C
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Figure 11: Magnetization curve of PAIO-2F measured at 300K

Figure 12: Magnetization curve of PAIO-2A measured at 300K

Conclusion
We report the synthesis of nanocomposites of superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles in a pectin matrix with high saturation
magnetization of 53emu/g and 54emu/g and demonstrated the dependence of the magnetic properties of these nanocomposites on
the drying conditions and reactant ratios. The particle size and homogeneity were controlled by the presence of the pectin. Thus a
facile in situ co-precipitation synthetic approach of magnetite-pectin nanocomposite at room temperature has been demonstrated.
Freeze-drying is routinely used for the production of fruits, vegetables, and pharmaceutical products. The combination of the facile
precipitation method and freeze-drying presents the possibility for producing large quantities of SPION-based composites with
better control over properties and particle size. Such nanocomposites have promising biomedical and environmental applications
and supports green chemistry.
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